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It also can support Intel® next generation 45nm Multi-Core CPU It´s excellent for multi-tasking, multi-media and enthusiastic
gamers with 1333/1066/800 MHz FSB.. With a bus bandwidth 4 times higher than that of AGP 8X interface, PCI Express x16
bus performs much better than AGP 8X in applications such as 3D gaming.
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Intel® Quad-core is one of the most powerful CPU in the world NVIDIA GeForce 7050 / nForce 610i Chipset The brand new
NVIDIA® GeForce 7050 / nForce 610i MCP (Media and Communications Processor) features CineFX™ 3.. PCI Express
Architecture PCI Express is the latest I/O interconnect technology that will replace the existing PCI.. PCI Express x1 and x4
also outperforms PCI interface with its exceptional high bandwidth.
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ASUS adopts Conductive Polymer Aluminum Solid Capacitors for CPU VRM to ensure a longer lifespan for systems in daily
operation and boost system stability under extreme conditions.. 0 Engine This unique combination of MCP creates a single
motherboard featuring a world-class DX9, Shader Model 3.. P5N73-AM with NVIDIA GeForce 7050 / nForce 610i chipset
inside supports Intel® 45nm multi-core CPU and features 1333MHz FSB, high performance integrated graphics engine, DDR2
800(O.. Are you looking for a Asus P5N73-AM Motherboard driver? Do you have the latest drivers for your Asus P5N73-AM
Motherboard? Download P5N73-AM Motherboard driver at high speed.. LGA775 Intel® Core™2 Processor Ready This
motherboard supports the latest Intel® Core™2 processors in LGA775 package. Gearbox manual perdana sei
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 With new Intel® Core™ microarchitecture technology and 1333MHz FSB, Intel® Core™2 processor is one of the most
powerful and energy efficient CPU in the world. Download Minecraft Il Giochi Gratis Per Pc In Italiano Libro
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5000hrs VRM Solid Capacitors Stable system operation depends upon the quality of CPU VRM (voltage regulator module)..
8-CH High Definition Audio Enjoy high-end sound system on your PC!The onboard HD audio (High Definition Audio,
previously codenamed Azalia) CODEC enables high-quality 192KHz/24-bit audio output, jack-sensing feature, retasking
functions and multi-streaming technology that simultaneously sends different audio streams to different destinations.. CPU
VRM with Solid Capacitors featuring better electronic conductivity, excellent heat resistance enhances system durability even
operating in high temperature environment.. Supports DDR2 800 up to 4GB Memory Single-channel DDR2 800(OC)
technology boost the system performance to out perform any memory existing solutions in the market.. C ) memory, and HD
Audio CODEC Users can experience faster graphics performance and higher video quality today. 0041d406d9 Excel For Mac
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